WCSA Minutes from 9/2/14

• Prayer and Lightening Round

• Review of last week’s meeting

• Talk of video shoot with Riley and Caroline.

• Talk of Riley writing an opinion piece for the paper and Drew writing a short recap of each meeting to be printed in the horizon.

• Reminder to meet with advisor and schedule meeting with Angela.

• Review of important dates:
  o Photo-shoot: Thursday at 4:30 to 7 (wear white and black).
  o Senate election speeches: September 15th, 2014 Page MPR
  o Election day: September 16th, 2014

• Preparations for Sept. 16th election:
  o All student email
  o Scheduling use of the spaces
  o Generating interest at the ground level.

• Angela brings to the attention of the board that we have an extra $12,000 in our budget. Notes that we are to use extra dollars responsibly. Abby points out that Spring Sing positions do not give stipends – up for further discussion.

• Reminder to fill out report for Tina Valencia.

• Conclusion